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ABSTRACT
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are capable of generating convincing imitations of elements from a training set, but the
distribution of elements in the training set affects the difficulty of
properly training the GAN and the quality of the outputs it produces. This paper looks at six different GANs trained on different
subsets of data from the game Lode Runner. The quality diversity
algorithm MAP-Elites was used to explore the set of quality levels
that could be produced by each GAN, where quality was defined
as being beatable and having the longest solution path possible.
Interestingly, a GAN trained on only 20 levels generated the largest
set of diverse beatable levels while a GAN trained on 150 levels generated the smallest set of diverse beatable levels, thus challenging
the notion that more data is always better when training GANs.
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INTRODUCTION

Generative Adversarial Networks are a type of neural network
trained in an unsupervised way to produce imitations of elements
in a training set. Breakthrough work by Volz et al. [5] demonstrated
the success of latent variable evolution for a GAN trained to produce
Mario levels. However, the size and composition of the training set
influences the quality and diversity of the results from the GAN.
This paper focuses on the challenge of producing beatable Lode
Runner levels using GANs, and shows how the size and composition
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of the training set influences the results. A full-length version of
this paper is available online [2]1 .
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LODE RUNNER

The game features 150 levels, which are available as part of the
Video Game Level Corpus (VGLC [3]). Lode Runner is a game where
the player traverses platforms and ropes, climbs ladders, and falls
off cliffs. The goal of the game is to collect all of the treasure in
each level while avoiding enemies.
A previous approach to generating Lode Runner levels used
standard and variational autoencoders [4]. Our research uses GANs.
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APPROACH

The challenge addressed in this paper is the generation of quality
beatable Lode Runner levels. First, data from the original game is
collected to train several GANs. Latent vectors are evolved for each
GAN using MAP-Elites [1], which collects a diversity of quality
levels and measures quality using A* search. Fitness is the maximum
of the A* solution path length and connectivity; longer solution
paths are better than those with shorter or no solution path.
The GANs associated with each training set are called On5Levels,
On20Levels, On50Levels, On100Levels, and On150Levels respectively. Also, WordsPresent is trained on 13 levels that depict words.
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RESULTS

Performance of each GAN is depicted in Fig. 1. The On20Levels
GAN ended with the highest percentage of beatable levels followed
by the On5Levels GAN, but On20Levels had the highest number
of beatable levels as well. The On150Levels and WordsPresent
GANs generated the smallest percentage of beatable levels, which
could be due to the complexity of the levels in the training sets.
However, even though the percentage of beatable WordsPresent
levels is small, it filled the most bins.
Generated levels mainly fall into three categories: copied levels,
merged levels, and levels that are unstructured and chaotic2 .
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CONCLUSION

This paper shows that GANs can generate Lode Runner levels using
levels from the original game. GANs trained with small to moderate
sized subsets of data produced a greater diversity of levels as well
as more beatable levels than GANs trained with larger data sets.
Using as much data as possible seems preferable when training a
GAN, but these results indicate that others may want to reconsider
how much available data they use with these methods.
1 https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.07868
2 southwestern.edu/~schrum2/SCOPE/loderunner.php
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Figure 1: Average Results Across 30 Runs of MAP-Elites. (a) Average number of archive bins occupied by a level. (b) Average number
of levels that are beatable according to A*. (c) Percentage of levels that are beatable. The 95% confidence intervals are shown for each line,
but are very thin. WordsPresent fills the most bins, but On20Levels produces the most beatable levels. On5Levels produces a comparable
percentage of beatable levels to On20Levels, but both the total number of beatable levels and total number of occupied bins is very small.
(d) Heat map of average archive. Each column averages fitness values across MAP Elites runs using a particular GAN. Rows correspond to the
percentage of the level occupied by ground tiles. Each large grid cell is further divided into a grid based on treasure count and enemy count
(treasure count increases from bottom to top, enemy count increases left to right). White space lacks any evolved levels, and dark purple
corresponds to unbeatable levels. WordsPresent best covers the space of possible levels, but primarily with unbeatable levels. On5Levels
has trouble covering the space. The bright colors for On20Levels and On50Levels indicate a large number of beatable levels.
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